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1. Introduction
The present study spans several historical periods and cultures. The structure of this
article is shown in the table of contents on the next page. The motif (or theme) of
world-conquest or world-rule occurs in a number of contexts. It is sometimes a boast
in a regal name (such was the case of names borne by some Mughal emperors in
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India). It is sometimes hyperbole applied to the president of the one remaining
superpower (the United States of America). Or then, homiletes would seek to further
aggrandise the territorial reach of biblical conquerors or generals, to make them more
awesome, in line with the idea that Scripture, and the sacred history it relates, is
central to humankind. Or then again, charges of having covert aims of worlddomination have been levelled in the modern period against an entire people. This
study enumerates and exemplifies, without the ambition of being exhaustive while
doing so.
1. Introduction
2. Sisera as Cosmocrator
3. Aggrandising Joshua
4. Alexander the Great Flying in the Sky, or, like Hadrian, Exploring Undersea
5. Rex vs imperator
6. Alexander in Islam as Cosmocrator, and his Ascension
7. Mongol Imperial Ideology, and the Mameluk Sultan Baybars
8. Nebuchadnezzar as Cosmocrator
9. More of Clement’s Insights: from Nimrod and Sargon, to Rabelais
10. World Conquest, Napoleon, and Pitt the Younger
in a 1805 Political Cartoon by James Gillray
11. Short Napoleon, Dwarfish Nebuchadnezzar
12. Ahasuerus as Cosmocrator
13. Ahasuerus Reigning from India to Nubia,
and on Confusing India and Ethiopia
14. Cosmocrator in Name: Jahangir, Alamgir I and II, and Others
15. Cosmocrator in Name: A Columnist Etymologising “The Donald”
16. The Burden of the Entire Earth on a Newly Elected U.S. President:
Bill Clinton in 1992, in a Cartoon Right after his Election
17. Ascribed Intent of World-Conquest: A Vicious Cartoon
18. Concluding Remarks

2. Sisera as Cosmocrator
The present study spans several historical periods and cultures. The structure of this
article is shown in the table on the next page. Traditions about ancient monarchs
sometimes ascribed to them much wider territories than they historically held.
Nebuchadnezzar is one of the individuals ascribed world-rule or world-conquest. An
early rabbinic homiletic tradition ascribes to the Canaanite general Sisera, in the days
of the prophetess Deborah, the conquest of the entire world, whereas presumably the
territory of Sisera’s boss, Yavin, the king of Ḥaṣor in the Galilee, historically only
encompassed a large part of the Galilee.
In his digest of midrashic traditions, Louis Ginzberg1 retold a rabbinic tradition about
Sisera as follows:
The enemy whom God raised up against Israel was Jabin, the king of Hazor, who
oppressed him sorely. But worse than the king himself was his general Sisera, one of the
greatest heroes known to history. When he was thirty years old, he had conquered the
whole world. At the sound of his voice the strongest of walls fell in a heap, and the wild
animals in the woods were chained to the spot by fear. The proportions of his body were
vast beyond description. If he took a bath in the river, and dived beneath the surface,
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Louis Ginzberg, The Legends of the Jews (Philadephia: The Jewish Publication Society of America,
1909–1938), Vol. 4, p. 35.
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enough fish were caught in his beard to feed a multitude, and it required no less than nine
hundred horses to draw the chariot in which he rode.

In an endnote, Ginzberg suggested:2 “The view that Sisera at the age of thirty years
was the conqueror of the whole world is very likely a reminiscence of the history of
Alexander the Great.” Sources cited include: Midrash Abba Gorion 27–28; Aguddat
Aggadot 77–78; Nĕveh Shalom, 47–48. In another note, Ginzberg states:3 “Comp. also
ps[eudo]-Philo, 34; 31.2, which reads: And the number of them (of Sisera’s army) that
were gathered and slain in one hour was ninety times nine hundred and seventy
thousand men. This number seems to be connected with the “nine hundred chariots”,
of Sisera spoken of in Jud[ges] 4.2, where, however, ps.-Philo, 33; 30.3, reads "eight
thousand"”. The supernatural manner in which Sisera’s army was defeated is retold as
follows by Ginzberg:4
The task allotted to Deborah and Barak, to lead the attack upon Sisera, was by no means
slight. It is comparable with nothing less than Joshua's undertaking to conquer Canaan.
Joshua had triumphed over only thirty-one of the sixty-two kings of Palestine, leaving at
large as many as he had subdued. Under the leadership of Sisera these thirty-one
unconquered kings opposed Israel. {Cf. e.g. Midrash Tanḥuma, pericope Mass‘e, 5.

In a note, Ginzberg remarked:5
These kings were foreign potentates who were so charmed with Palestine that they
desired to own possessions there.” Cf. Genesis Rabbah 53:1.} No less than forty
thousand armies, each counting a hundred thousand warriors, were arrayed against
Deborah and Barak. God aided Israel with water and fire. The river Kishon and all the
fiery hosts of heaven except the star Meros6 fought against Sisera.

Here, Ginzberg’s translator from German perhaps did not realise the spelling should
be Meroz, but the spelling is Meros also in Latin, in Pseudo-Jerome, Judges 5:23,
where, as Ginzberg remarked,7 one reads “Meros,. i.e. potestati angelicae”, thus
identifying Meroz with an angel, but there were beliefs about stars corresponding to
angels; cf. Deborah’s words “Curse, curse ye Meroz”, in her Song of Deborah
(Judges 5:23), presumably referring to a town of Meroz. Its inhabitant did not send
soldiers, as though the war did not concern them.
Concerning Meroz, cf. Babylonian Talmud, tractate Mo‘ed Katan, 16a, where Meroz
is identified in three alternative manners: a town, a well-known personality (perhaps
the town’s eponym), and a star. The account from Ginzberg8 continues as follows (my
added braces):
The Kishon had long before been pledged to play its part in Sisera’s overthrow. When the
Egyptians were drowned in the Red Sea, God commanded the Angel of the Sea to cast
their corpses on the land, that the Israelites might convince themselves of the destruction
of their foes, and those of little faith might not say afterward that the Egyptians like the
Israelites had reached dry land. The Angel of the Sea complained of the impropriety of
withdrawing a gift. God mollified him with the promise of future compensation. The
Kishon was offered as security that he would receive half as many bodies again as he was
now giving up. When Sisera’s troops sought relief from the scorching fire of the heavenly
2

Vol. 6, p. 195, note 72.
Note 80 on p. 197.
4
Vol. 4, pp. 36–37 (my braces).
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Vol. 6, pp. 196–197, note 79.
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Recte: Meroz; Ginzberg originally wrote in German, and Meros is the German spelling.
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Vol. 6, p. 197, note 82.
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Vol. 4, pp. 36–37.
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bodies in the coolness o the waters of the Kishon, God commanded the river to redeem its
pledge. And so the heathen were swept down into the Sea by the waves of the river
Kishon, whereat the fishes in the Sea exclaimed: And the truth of the Lord endureth
forever. {Babylonian Talmud, tractate Pesaḥim, 118b; Pirqe deRabbi Eliezer, 42.}

3. Aggrandising Joshua
If even of Sisera it was claimed that he achieved world-conquest, it is not too
surprising to learn that an understanding was contrived which ascribed something
amounting to that much also to Joshua. In Sisera’s case, the exegesis aggrandising his
defeat by the tribes of Israel pats these on the shoulder in that their having supposedly
defeated a world-conqueror makes their achievement all the more remarkable.
In Joshua’s case, there is a strand of exegesis that claims that even though Joshua
defeated thirty-one kings of Canaan, their number was actually higher, as some of the
defeated rulers were not referred to as kings or at any rate had been excluded from
that list, and yet, of one of such lesser ruler who at the very beginning of the Book of
Joshua is explicitly stated to have been defeated, Scripture relates that he had seventy
kings he had defeated and reduced to amputees begging for food left over while
crawling under his table. This is taken to be evidence that the defeated kings of
Canaan had been extremely powerful, and that among them, the extent of their
dominions was worldwide. Therefore, Joshua’s achievement in defeating them was all
the more remarkable.
In the Midrash Tanna’im to Deuteronomy 33:17,9 one finds the aggrandising claims
that make Joshua into one who not only conquered the Land of Canaan, but by so
doing defeated a coalition whose kings, among them, ruled the entire world. At the
beginning of that passage, an elaboration about Moses’ blessing for Joseph’s
offspring, one finds (contra the rabbinic understanding that the rĕ’ém is the Giant Ox:
see at the beginning of the Sequel to the Life of Ben Sira, and in my footnotes there
about the rĕ’ém), a curious statement to the effect that the rĕ’ém is only outstanding
because of its horns, whereas it is considerably weaker than a bull. This is in stark
contrast to rabbinic traditions that stress the huge size of the rĕ’ém, a size which
implies huge strength as well.
The humour at the beginning of the Sequel to the Life of Ben Sira10 consists of Ben
Sira instructing Nebuchadnezzar to build a ship as long as the Red Sea, in order to use
it to measure the weight of a rĕ’ém in gold. The rĕ’ém was considered so huge, that
Noah had to keep its cub swimming outside the Ark, in tow to the same but “making
(producing) furrows [upon] furrows in the sea” (Yalqúṭ Shim‘oní to Job 40, still at
§926), somewhat similarly to what a present-day an outboard motor would do, with
the difference that the waves the rĕ’ém cub was making outside Noah’s Ark reached
as far as the width of the Sea of Galilee.
The following is my translation, along with the Hebrew text from the scanned version
available only at Hebrewbooks.org as item 33216. The reference to Joshua is
9

As gleaned from inside MS Berlin of Midrash ha-Gadol by David Zvi Hoffmann,
, Midrash Tanna’im ‘al sefer Devarim = Der Midrasch Tannaïm zum
Deuteronomium, Vol. 1: Seder Devarim ‘al sof seder Shoftim, Berlin: Zvi Hirsch Itzkowski, in the year
yagdil Torah,
, i.e., [5]668 Anno mundi, i.e., 1907/8 [Hebrew, with a German
introduction]; see there on p. 218.
10
See E. Nissan, “Concerning the Early Medieval Hebrew Pseudo-Sirach (Improperly: The Alphabet of
Ben Sira) — the Life of Ben Sira and Its Mutually Exclusive Sequels — and Two Early Modern Latin
Translations” (in this volume: Rivista di Studi Indo-Mediterranei, 6).
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because Joshua was from the tribe of Ephraim, one of the two tribes descended from
Joseph.
THE FIRSTBORN OF HIS OX IS MAGNIFICENCE (HADAR) FOR HIM: sublimity (hod) was given
to Moses, and magnificence (hadar) to Joshua, as had hod been given to Joshua, the
world could not have stood this [but would have come apart]. AND HORNS OF RĔ’ÉM HIS
HORNS ARE: This riman [spelled hrymn, i.e., the rĕ’ém, cf. the Aramaic equivalent term,
spelled rymn’] is beautiful because of his horns, but there is no strength in him. The ox
has remarkable strength, but his horns are not beautiful. Joshua was given the strength of
an ox, and the beauty of a riman.

There is more to this, as this is put into the service of a far-fetched claim according to
which Joshua power extended worldwide, as the thirty-one kings he had defeated (far
from just being kings of statelets) were, or included ones who were “kings who ruled
from one end of the world to the other”, or rather, presumably, ones the sum of whose
dominions were the entire oecumene, the entire inhabited world. This is far beyond
the international fame that Joshua’s military successes achieved according to Joshua
6:27: “And his fame was [throughout] the whole earth [i.e., worldwide]”:
BY THEIR [THE HORNS] MEANS, HE [JOSEPH] SHALL GORE PEOPLES/NATIONS: How that?!
Had Joshua conquered all nations?! He had only conquered [i.e., defeated, and conquered
the territories of] thirty-one kings! But he had conquered kings who were ruling from one
end of the world to the other. TOGETHER, THE ENDS OF THE EARTH/LAND: How that?! Had
Joshua conquered all countries?! He had only conquered this small portion! But he
conquered kings who were ruling in all countries. AND THEY ARE THE MYRIADS [TENS OF
THOUSANDS] OF EPHRAIM: Even though Joshua [i.e., the Book of Joshua, as though:
Joshua in his book] did not make it explicit for us how rich the Canaanites had been,
when do we learn about that? From Adoni Bezek [King of Jerusalem], as it is said
[(Judges 1:7)]: “And Adoni Bezek said: ‘Seventy kings [whose thumbs and big toes had
been cut off, were picking [food] from under my table. What I had done, the Lord gave
me retribution for it’. And they carried him to Jerusalem, and he died there]”. This matter
is [to be reasoned about] by qal va-ḥomer (a fortiori): What! If such ones who were not
used to be enumerated among the kings were seventy kings who were picking [food]
under his [i.e., Adoni Bezek’s] table, learn from that and see, how rich the kings of
Canaan were.

— as Joshua only defeated thirty-one kings, and not only those seventy exceeded
these, but Adoni Bezek himself was not in the list of the defeated kings (Rashi’s gloss
to Judges 1:7, which also appears inside the medieval commentary by Joseph Kara,
states: “From this you learn how great and rich the kings of Canaan were, and Adoni
Bezek was unfit for being enumerated among the kings of Canaan with the title of
king, and it is written about him that much”, i.e., that seventy defeated kings ate what
was thrown to them under his table) —
AND THEY ARE THE THOUSANDS OF MANASSEH: Even though Joshua [i.e., the Book of
Joshua, as though: Joshua in his book] did not make it explicit for us how many he smote
amongst the Canaanites, whence do we learn about this? From Zebach and Zalmuna [who
were defeated by Gedeon], as it is said [(Judges 8:10)]: “And Zebach and Zalmuna in
Karkor [and their encampments with them, nearly fifteen thousands, were everybody who
was left from all the camp of the Easterners, and the fallen were one hundred twenty
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thousand combatants]”, these amount to one hundred thirty-five thousand [Hoffmann in a
footnote remarks that also Naḥmanides interpreted that way], in order to fulfil what was
written, “AND THEY ARE THE MYRIADS OF EPHRAIM, AND THEY ARE THE THOUSANDS OF
MANASSEH”.

That is to say, this interpretation considers the myriads of Ephraim and the thousands
of Manasseh to have been not the members of those two tribes (so described as to
point out the strength of the tribe of Ephraim, and the relative demographic inferiority
of the tribe of Manasseh), but rather the body count of the enemies the two tribes
killed.
The following is the Hebrew text of the exegesis of Deuteronomy 33:17 taken from
p. 218 in the scanned version available only at Hebrewbooks.org as item 33216,
of David Zvi Hoffmann’s 1907/8 edition of Midrash Tanna’im about Deuteronomy:

4. Alexander the Great Flying in the Sky, or, like Hadrian, Exploring Undersea
The episode of Alexander’s flight11 made its first appearance in Greek in the fourth
century CE, but the first known Latin translation of the Greek life of Alexander, made
by Julius Valerius around the 320s, did not include it. It was only in the tenth-century
Latin translation by the Archpriest Leo, that this episode made its first appearance in
Western Christendom. Western reception of Alexander’s flight developed from that
point on. After conquering lands at the far ends of the earth, Alexander rises into the
sky, inside an ingenium (a device, a machine) drawn up by four gryphons. Not unlike
a donkey driven by means of a carrot dangling in front of its muzzle, Alexander’s
gryphons are driven by him, by means of poles from which food is dangling. Up in
the sky, Alexander sees the earth surrounded by the sea, as though the Ocean was a
snake. Then, thanks to divine assistance, Alexander manages to land without suffering
harm.
11

The episode of Alexander flying is the subject of an important book by Chiara Settis-Frugoni,
Historia Alexandri elevati per griphos ad aerem: origine, iconografia e fortuna di un tema, Rome:
Istituto Storico Italiano per il Medio Evo, 1973.
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L. Leclercq-Kadaner12 pointed out that in an Armenian version from the sixth century,
it is related that before Alexander has landed, he is confronted with two human-faced
lying birds that reproach him for his pride. By trying to conquer the heavens,
Alexander has made himself, as though, into a rival of God Almighty. The two
human-faced birds warn Alexander against the gryphons, and instruct him to land as
soon as possible. Whereas those birds issuing the warning to Alexander may be the
legacy of Platonic and Neo-Pythagorean concepts, in that story they are marshalled in
the service of a Christian ethos.

Alexander’s flight. Relief on the northern façade of St. Mark Basilica in Venice (early 13th century).

Alexander the Great, legend had it, had also himself lowered in a glass submersible,
so he could watch undersea. Concerning Alexander the Great exploring the sea in a
glass submersible, it is claimed in a Jewish source that his goal was to listen to the
waters singing Divine glory. That claim was made in Midrash Tehillim (Schocher
Tob)13 — the context being in relation to Psalms 93:4 (which in the Vulgate is 92:4).14
In Section 8 of the Introduction, entitled “Alexander’s Descent into the Sea”, to the
translation by Israel Kazis of a Hebrew version of the Alexander romance, 15 he wrote
concerning rabbinic parallels to the story the way it appears in Pseudo-Callisthenes:

In a French-language review of Settis-Frugoni’s book, published in Cahiers de civilisation
médiévale, 19(74), 1976, pp. 189–190, while summarising the book under review.
13
As edited by Salomon Buber, Vilna: Romm, 1891, third part, from p. 415, line 23 to p. 416, line 3.
14
See p. 98, fn. 19, in Jean-Pierre Rothschild, “L’Iter ad Paradisum entre homélie rabbinique, traité
d’apologétique et exemplum”. In : Catherine Gaullier-Bougassas and Margaret Bridges (eds.), Les
Voyages d’Alexandre au paradis: Orient et Occident, regards croisés. (Alexander Redivivus, 3.)
Turnhout, Belgium: Brepols, 2013, pp. 93–125.
15
Israel J. Kazis (ed., trans.), The Book of the Gests of Alexander of Macedon, Sefer Toledot
Alexandros ha-Maḳdoni: A Mediaeval Hebrew Version of the Alexander Romance by Immanuel ben
Jacob Bonfils (The Mediaeval Academy of America, Publication No. 75), Cambridge, Massachusetts:
The Mediaeval Academy of America, 1962, on pp. 19–20.
12
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Detail of the previous image.

This legend is found in two sources in Talmudic literature: Midrash Tehillim, Ps. 93, 5,
and Yalḳuṭ Shim‘oni, Ps. 93, sec. 848. Except for a minor difference in detail both
sources contain the same account. We shall quote the account in Midrash Tehillim after
which some comments will be made on a doubtful reading in the text.
“‘Out of the voices of many waters, the mighty breakers of the sea’ (Ps. 93:4). It
happened that when Hadrian Caesar sought to fathom the depth of the Adriatic Sea,[74]
he took ropes and kept lowering them for three and half years, until he heard a heavenly
voice which said: ‘Hadrian will end (ere his rope does)! Again, Hadrian Caesar sought to
know how the waters praise the Holy One, blessed be He, and so he made chests of glass
into which he put men, and then lowered the chests into the Great Sea.[75] When the men
came up, they said: ‘We have heard the waters of the Great Sea praise the Holy One,
blessed be He, thuswise: The Lord on high is mighty.’”
Despite the fact that the name Hadrian Caesar occurs here as well as in Yalḳuṭ
Shim‘oni, it is suggested that this represents a scribal error and that the emperor referred
to in this episode is Alexander. This suggestion is supported by the following
considerations: First, as indicated in our discussion of the preceding episode, Alexander’s
desire to fathom the depth of the sea is mentioned along with his desire to ascend into the
heavens in two other sources in Talmudic literature, namely Pirke [recte: Pirḳe] Rabbi
Eli‘ezer, XI, and Yalḳuṭ Shim‘oni, 1 Kg. 18, sec. 211. Secondly, this legend is associated
with Alexander in Ps.-Call., Book II, ch. 38.

Kazis further remarked (ibid., p. 20):
The legend as related in Talmudic literature appears to be an abbreviated account of the
story of this episode as found in Ps.-Call. and reveals the presence of a rabbinic motif. In
the Greek account, Alexander descends into the sea in order to seek pearls. In the Jewish
account, Alexander’s concern is not with pearls but rather with discovering how the
waters praise God.

8

An image of Alexander the Great in a glass barrel watching life
underwater, from the Roman d’Alexandre en prose, from the
Kupferstichkabinett in Berlin, manuscript 78.C.1, c.67.

In two endnotes, 74 and 75, Kazis claimed (ibid., p. 185):
74 The text reads Adrias, the Adriatic. However, the text in Yalḳuṭ Shim‘oni reads
Oḳionos, “Great Sea”, and according to [Salomon] Buber other manuscripts also
read Oḳionos; see his edition of Midrash Tehillim, p. 415, note 32. See also Braude,
op. cit., [i.e., W.G . Braude, The Midrash on Psalms (New Haven, 1959), II,] p. 499,
note 9, who feels that the alternate reading, Oḳionos, is preferable.
75 Oḳionos here is further reason for preferring it to the Adriatic Sea in the beginning of
this episode.

9

A detail (bottom, right) of the same image. Alexander watches trees, a marine
fox, and a marine ruminant on the seafloor, while fish swim around.

10

Alexander the Great in a submersible. From one of the two Doria tapestries now in Genoa.
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Settis-Frugoni’s book16 ascribes a negative attitude concerning Alexander’s heavenly
flight to Western Christendom alone (apart from the Armenian version), whereas this
was not the case in Byzantine reception of Alexander and of the episode of his
heavenly adventure, because to the Byzantine Empire, Alexander was the much
admired champion of the imperial ideal, and his rising in the sky was compatible with
and subservient of that ideal. In fact, Alexander rising in the sky was quite frequently
depicted on artwork for royal or princely consumption, and was also depicted on the
façade of Byzantine churches. Nevertheless, whereas this theme was in favour
between the tenth and twelfth centuries, the decline of the Byzantine Empire was
accompanied by the decline of the theme of the flying Alexander.
There was no such an imperial association of the theme of the flying Alexander in the
polities of Western Christendom, and it was interpreted by the Church instead as a
symbol of pride: it was on a par with the Tower of Babel and with the flying Simon
Magus. Settis-Frugoni’s book shows how in iconography from churches in the West,
the flying Alexander appears among other allegories of sin. Such is the symbolism on
Romanic capitals from the cathedrals of Freiburg in Brisgau, of Basle, of Bitonto in
southern Italy, as well as in mosaics from Otranto, Trani, and Taranto; note however
that the latter three towns had been under Byzantine rule, before ending up under the
rule of Western dynasties: in fact, it was in Apulia under Norman rule, that Alexander
took on a negative symbolic value. Firstly, because he stood for the Byzantine
Empire, thus for the Normans’ enemy. And secondly, because Alexander was proud
and sinful. Pride (superbia) was considered by the Church the Regina Vitiorum, “the
queen of all vices”. Artwork warned the faithful against it.
In France instead, because of the prevalence of the courtly tradition, attitudes towards
Alexander the Great were not as negative. The aristocracy had access to Alexander
through French-language texts, and made him into an admirable chivalric hero. SettisFrugoni’s book shows how in lay or religious art from France or influenced by
France, the attitude towards the flying Alexander was positive.

5. Rex vs imperator
It is important to bear in mind the difference between a king and an emperor being
rooted in Roman culture: in the collective memory of the Roman Republic, there had
been the Seven Kings ruling early Rome, but since the seventh was chased away, no
Roman would be allowed to become king. In a military emergency, a dictator would
be given full powers. Eventually, Julius Caesar took full powers for himself and kept
them in times of peace. Once Octavian succeeded him (it had become the Julian
dynasty), renamed as Augustus, he was to be an imperator, an emperor, because being
called rex (king) would not have been acceptable to the Romans. There had still been
a role called rex under the Republic, but it was the rex sacrorum, a senior priestly
role, and whoever had that role was prevented from also holding a magistracy.
Critically, the surviving aspect of the role of the king was in the realm of religion. The
duties of and restrictions on the rex sacrorum clearly imply a role similar to that of other
priestly figures […] Where precisely the king fits is a tricky question, and returns us
perhaps to the argument about the shifting nature of the kingly office, and the suggestion
that it was unstable over time. One argument is that the king embraced both magisterial
and priestly power, but that the political won out, so that the rex dwindles into an obscure
priestly figure. […] From this kind of argument, we could well arrive both at an account
16

Settis-Frugoni, Historia Alexandri elevati per griphos ad aerem, cited earlier.
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in which the sustained memory of functional privileges and distinctions could survive,
and one in which the kings were predominantly benign and centralizing figures, not the
products of family histories.17

6. Alexander in Islam as Cosmocrator, and his Ascension
Alexander the Great as cosmocrator (universal sovereign) and the Islamic reception
of that role are the subject of François de Polignac, “Cosmocrator”.18 Alexander the
Great as cosmocrator in relation to the legend of his flight in a box bound to
gryphons, and to Islamic tradition (in which he is carried by an angel), is the subject
of de Polignac’s “Alexandre entre ciel et terre”.19
In Islamic texts, rather than showing Alexander as defiantly flying into the sky (the
motif of a tyrant assaulting the heavens by flying, carried by eagles, was developed in
a fable by Hans Christian Andersen), one finds Alexander carried into the sky by an
angel who shows him the earth; this is a form of initiation, and it is also an investiture
as a legitimate universal sovereign. De Polignac states:20
En Islam cependant, Alexandre, rapproché de et parfois même assimilé à la figure
eschatologique de 1’«Homme aux deux cornes» qui avait reçu de Dieu pouvoir sur la
terre entière et avait édifié le mur destiné à contenir les peuples de Gog et Magog jusqu’à
l’accomplissement des temps (Sourate XVIII, vv. 83–98), ne pouvait être associé à un
procédé désormais jugé détestable. A l’image de la montée conquérante, s’opposait une
autre tradition tout aussi ancienne, celle des ascensions initiatiques vécues ou rêvées où le
voyage céleste en compagnie d’un envoyé divin est l’occasion du dévoilement d’un
savoir réservé à l’é1u et source de sa mission prophetique; cette révélation revêt
généralement la forme d’une vision des cieux, du trône de Dieu et/ou de la fin des temps.
Ce type de récit jouit d’une grande faveur dans de nombreux écrits apocalyptiques, en
particulier dans les Pseudépigraphes de I’Ancien Testament: Apocalypse grecque de
Baruch, Livre des secrets d’Hénoch, Testament et Apocalypse d’Abraham, et déboucha
en Islam sur le récit du voyage nocturne de Muhammad, le mi‘rāj. A première vue, la
version arabe de l’ascension d’Alexandre se rattache à cette tradition initiatique: c’est en
effet en vue d’une révélation, celle de l’université du pouvoir que Dieu lui accorde
ici-bas, que I’ange emporte le roi pour lui montrer toute l’étendue de la terre.

Like in a fable by Andersen, a king’s attempt to ascend to heaven is considered to
have been a sin in a Persian tradition. Werner Sundermann explained:21
One of the mythical figures who is already mentioned in the Avesta is the king Key
Kā’ūs, the Kauui Usan/Usaδan of the Avesta and perhaps also the kāvya Uśánas of the
Ṛg-Veda and the Mahābhārata. He is, in the “tradition nationale”, as represented by the
Šāhnāme, an arrogant, foolish and incompetent ruler of Iran. One of his foolish deeds is
his abortive ascension to heaven on a throne drawn by four strong eagles. This attempt to
trespass the natural limits of human life earns him divine punishment. The eagles on their
Quoted from pp. 41–42 in: Christopher Smith, “Thinking about Kings”, Bulletin of the Institute of
Classical Studies, 54(2), 2011, pp. 21–42.
18
François de Polignac, “Cosmocrator. L’Islam et la légende antique du souverain universel”, in: M.
Bridges and J.Ch. Bürgel (eds.), The Problematics of Power: Eastern and Western Representations of
Alexander the Great, Bern: Peter Lang, 1996, pp. 149–164.
19
François de Polignac, “Alexandre entre ciel et terre: entre initiation et investiture”, Studia Islamica,
84 (1996), pp. 135–144. Also see the already mentioned book by Chiara Settis-Frugoni, Historia
Alexandri elevati per griphos ad aerem: origine, iconografia e fortuna di un tema, Rome: Istituto
Storico Italiano per il Medio Evo, 1973.
20
On p. 140 in “Alexandre entre ciel et terre”.
21
On p. 162 in: Werner Sundermann, “Zoroastrian motifs in Non-Zoroastrian Traditions”, Journal of
the Royal Asiatic Society, Third Series, 18(2), 2008, pp. 155–165.
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way to the spheres are soon exhausted, they let the throne fall down to the ground, but in
a miraculous way the king escapes.

The king was spared death on that occasion because his son Siyāwoš was not born
yet. Had he not been born at all, his descendant Khusro would not be born either.22

7. Mongol Imperial Ideology, and the Mameluk Sultan Baybars
A study by Denise Aigle23 is concerned with Baybars, a Mameluk sultan who
defeated the Mongols in 1260 and reigned in Egypt in 1260–1277. Mongol imperial
ideology considered the Mongol emperor a divinely ordained sovereign to whom the
entire world must submit. Baybars himself however has in some inscriptions24 the title
“the Alexander of the time” (Iskandar az-zamān). Aigle explains25 that already in
Hellenistic and Roman antiquity, various rulers had connected themselves to
Alexander, in order to claim for themselves the legacy of the universal and
charismatic monarchy; some Islamic rulers used the title “the Second Alexander” or
“the Alexander of the time”, e.g., Abū 1-Muẓaffar Muḥammad ibn Sām used the title
“the Second Alexander” in an inscription on a minaret in Delhi. The kings of
Khwarizm (northeastern Iran) and the Seljuks had resorted to such titles, infrequent
before the 13th century, whereas the Mongols in Iran had resorted to them. Baybars
was the first ruler to resort to such titles in the Near East:
L’Alexandre du temps est un titre qui fut utilise dans l’Antiquité hellénistique et romaine
par nombre de conquérants qui se sont réclames du souverain macédonien pour prétendre
a l’héritage de la monarchie charismatique et universaliste. Dans le monde musulman,
l’identification à Alexandre apparaît sous la forme «Iskandar al-tānī» [i.e., “the Second
Alexander”] ou «Iskandar al-zamān». Abū 1-Muẓaffar Muḥammad b. Sām a utilisé le
titre «Iskandar al-tānī» dans une inscription située sur un minaret de la mosquée de
Delhi. II fut également employé par les Khwarazmshahs et par les Seldjoukides. Mais,
cette titulature est rare avant le XIIIe siècle, alors qu’elle est courante chez les Mongols
d’Iran. Baybars est le premier souverain à l’adopter au Proche-Orient, exclusivement
dans le Bilād al-Šām, et sur des monuments religieux (la mosquée de Qārā, les mausolées
de Ḥoms et de Nabī Mūsā), dont on a vu l’importance symbolique qu’il leur accordait.
Ces inscriptions ont été gravées à la suite d’actions militaires d’envergure menées entre
664/1266 et 666/1267–1268.

Namely:26 “En 666/1267, il mène sa troisième grande campagne contre les
possessions franques en Syrie: prise du château de Jean d’Ibelin à Jaffa et du château
des Templiers à Šaqīf Arnūn, raids sur Tripoli et, enfin, capitulation d’Antioche, tenue
par les Francs depuis le début des croisades.” Aigle points out27 that Baybars
defeating the Mongols made it apt that he would be likened to Alexander, as just as
Alexander was supposed to have contained the savage Gog and Magog (Yājūj and
Mājūj), so Baybars had contained (for the first time) the Mongols who had invaded
the Islamic world:

Sundermann, “Zoroastrian motifs in Non-Zoroastrian Traditions”, pp. 162–163.
Denise Aigle, “Les inscriptions de Baybars dans le Bilād al-Šām. Une expression de la légitimité du
pouvoir”, Studia Islamica, 97 (2003), pp. 57–85.
24
Aigle, ibid., p. 73.
25
Aigle, ibid., p. 74.
26
Aigle, ibid., p. 74, fn. 80.
27
Aigle, ibid., p. 75.
22
23
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La référence à Alexandre dans les inscriptions de Baybars est une allusion directe au Dū
1-qarnayn [“He of the Two Horns”, i.e., Alexander] du Coran. En effet, l’irruption des
Mongols dans le dār al-islām avait entrainé un regain d’inquiétudes eschatologiques. Ils
furent assimilés, comme la plupart des envahisseurs depuis l’Antiquité, à Gog et Magog,
dont le déferlement annoncerait la fin des temps. Dans ce contexte, Baybars apparait
comme un nouveau Dū 1-qarnayn puisqu’il a arrêté le déferlement mongol sur le Bilād
al-Šām. Le sultan mamelouk n’a pas jugé utile de faire graver cette titulature sur une
forteresse ou sur la citadelle de Damas. Sa quête de légitimité reposant sur des actions en
faveur de l’islam, Baybars voulait sans doute réserver la portée eschatologique du
personnage d’Alexandre aux trois monuments religieux, fondés après ses victoires
éclatantes sur les ennemis et l’accomplissent du ḥāğğ [sic, for ḥajj]. Par ailleurs,
mobiliser l’Alexandre du Coran dans le mausolée de l’un des premiers conquérants
musulmans de la Syrie revenait a établir une continuité entre Alexandre, Sayf Allāh
ālid b. al-Walīd et Baybars lui-même.

Aigle concludes28 by remarking about how the inscriptions of Baybars in Syria (as
meant in a broad sense, including also Palestine and Jordan), placed in shrines he built
(in the village of Qārā after having eliminated its Christian population, as well as in a
mosque located at what he believed was Moses’ burial place) were intended to serve
internal propaganda in that region, where he had constituted as religious endowments
territories he had taken from the Crusader kingdoms; the image of Baybars as
projected by his monumental epigraphy corresponds to the image projected by his
toyal biographies, both textual genres promoting to establish the legitimacy of the
ruler’s power:
Il semble donc que la floraison d’inscriptions et de titulatures gravées dans le Bilād
al-Šām soit l’expression d’une propagande à usage interne dans cette partie du sultanat
mamelouk. Baybars affirme sa légitimité à exercer le pouvoir, un pouvoir, comme on l’a
vu, de nature eschatologique, dans deux lieux ai forte charge symbolique: la mosquée
fondée à Qārā après l’élimination de la population chrétienne du village, et le tombeau de
Moïse, fondé à son retour du pélerinage à La Mekke et Jérusalem. Baybars imprime sa
marque de combattant de l’islam dans la région en constituant en waqf [i.e., holy trust]
terres reprises aux Francs, dessinant ainsi une nouvelle topographie religieuse. L’image
de Baybars qui se dégage de son épigraphie monumentale correspond à celle de ses
biographies royales. Ces deux types de sources ont vocation à poser les bases de la
légitimité du pouvoir du prince.

8. Nebuchadnezzar as Cosmocrator
The concept of cosmocrator was already associated with Mesopotamian kings. In
“The Breaking of the Bow”, Nahum Waldman29 is concerned with an idiomatic
expression found in Akkadic, as well as in the curse formulae of treaties, in prePersian Aramaic (from the Sefire inscriptions), and in the Hebrew Bible. “The
expression "to break the weapon" or "to break the bow" in Akkadian signifies
destroying the military power of an enemy”.30 Waldman explained:31
The passages cited above refer to a specific adversary and a unitary incident. The
breaking of any one nation's military power does not spell universal peace. There is,
however, in Mesopotamian royal inscriptions the concept of the king as “cosmocrator”,
the ruler of the world, imposing his peace upon the nations and smashing war in toto. In
28

Aigle, ibid., p. 78.

Nahum M. Waldman, “The Breaking of the Bow”, The Jewish Quarterly Review, New Series, 69(2), 1978, pp.
82–88.
29
30
31

Waldman, ibid., p. 82.
Waldman, ibid., p. 83.
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connection with this, we should take note of the expression [in Sumerian] lugal
kalamma/mada = šar mātim [in Akkadian], “king of the land”, and lugal an.ubda
limmu.ba = šar kibrātim arbā’im, “king of the four edges (of the universe)”.

It is standard, in Assyriology, to italicise Akkadian readings while setting differently
(here in Verdana) the Sumerian text. In the Hebrew Bible it is God Alimighty who
breaks the bow of human rulers or of national armies. This is because He is the real
Cosmocrator. Cosmocrator is an epithet associated with deities also in classical and
Hellenistic of Roman antiquity, as well as in Christology and (in a rather complex
form) in Gnostic doctrines preserved in Coptic papyri from Egypt. Sometimes one
can observe a transferral from a deity to a human character, because a tradition
transformed the former into the latter: King Arthur as cosmocrator because of his
being an alter ego of a pagan god, and Arthur’s being turned into a raven or into some
other bird, are the subject of a study by Alexander Krappe.32
The extent of Nebuchadnezzar’s kingdom was claimed in an early medieval Christian
source to have reached Gibraltar. In an article about early Christian monstering of the
pagan Roman emperors once the emperors had become Christian, Benjamin Garstad
states:33 “Nebuchadnezzar is called ‘king of the Assyrians’ (Frick, 256.22–23), and
his realm is said to stretch to the Pillars of Heracles and include ‘all the country of the
Romans’ (Frick, 260.6–11). Alexander is supposed to give laws to the Romans,
among others (Frick, 268.16–18).”34
Garstad explains:35 “The Excerpta was originally composed in Greek, but survives
only in a sixth- or seventh-century Latin translation prepared in Merovingian Gaul by
a translator inexpert in both Greek and Latin. The main chronography ends at A.D.
387, but mentions the death of Theophilus, Archbishop of Alexandria, in 412. A
laterculus was added which brings the list of emperors down to Anastasius (r. 491–
518).” “Euripides is cited in the Excerpta as a source for the adventures of Heracles
and specifically his erection of pillars at the western limits of the world.”36 “The
Excerpta mentions the Pillars of Hercules again as the boundaries of the empires of
Nebuchadnezzar and Alexander (Frick, 260.7, 270.18–19), and Euripides again in
lists of prominent Greek ‘philosophers’ (Frick, 266.7, 268.5).”37 For that matter, the
Hebrew medieval Book of Yashar has the biblical character Balaam involved in wars
on Italy’s soils.
The relation between Nebuchadnezzar and the motif of world-conquest was pointed
out by N.H. Clement, in “An Aspect of the World-Conquest Motif in Literature”.38
Clement was affiliated with what at the time used to be called the “University of
California, Southern Branch, Los Angeles”. That article began as follows:
In the thirty-third chapter of the Gargantua Rabelais represents Picrochole and his
captains as formulating a comprehensive plan of world-conquest. This chapter of Rabelais

Alexander H. Krappe, “Arturus Cosmocrator”, Speculum, 20(4), 1945, pp. 405–414.
On p. 93, fn. 33 in: Benjamin Garstad, “The Tyche Sacrifices in John Malalas: Virgin Sacrifice and
Fourth-Century Polemical History”, Illinois Classical Studies, 30 (2005), pp. 83–135.
34
The citation is of Carl [“Carolus”] Frick (ed.), Chronica Minora, Vol. 1: Accedunt Hippolyti Romani
praeter Canonem paschalem fragmenta chronologica [of the Antipope Hippolytus, ca. b. 170, d. 235 or
236] (Bibliotheca scriptorum Graecorum et Romanorum Teubneriana, Leipzig: Teubner, 1892, only
Vol. 1 appeared), where on pp. 184–370 the Latin text of the Excerpta Latina Barbari appears.
35
Garstad, “The Tyche Sacrifices”, p. 90, fn. 26.
36
Garstad, ibid., p. 91.
37
Garstad, ibid., p. 92, fn. 31.
38
N.H. Clement, “An Aspect of the World-Conquest Motif in Literature”, Modern Philology, 24(2),
1926, pp. 129–140.
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marks the climax in the literary development of a mythological motif whose origin harks
back to the infancy of the race in its cradle in Asia, and whose first appear- ance in
literature occurs in the “history” of Alexander generally called the “pseudo-Callisthenes”.
Everywhere among primitive peoples a thin line of demarcation divides heroes and
gods. A great leader usually is considered, even in his lifetime, as wholly or partly divine,
and is sure to be deified upon his death. Linked with this universal tendency is found in
the legend- ary history of the populations that dwelt on the Chaldean plains, long before
state and religion began to be dissociated even in thought, the belief that a hero-god of
their race who had vanished wortld reappear some day and unite the peoples of the earth
under his sway. This rôle seems originally to have been ascribed to the legendary kings
Sargon and Nimrod; the first great historical ruler on whom it was definitely fixed was
Nebuchadnezzar. To him legend transferred traits borrowed from the mythical Sargon and
Nimrod, among them the trait of the disappearing and reappearing king.

9. More of Clement’s Insights: from Nimrod and Sargon, to Rabelais
In that same study, Clement stated:39
A syncretism of the age-old myths of the oriental races of Asia Minor resulted from the
meteoric career of the youthful conqueror. Alexander immediately began to be invested
with the traits formerly attributed to Sargon, Nimrod, Nebuchadnezzar, and the messiahking whom the Jews had been awaiting since the time of Solomon. Thus there began to
center around him a vast complex of legends and myths whence soon an extensive body
of literature arose which at first consisted in letters dealing with particular aspects of his
fabulous exploits, such as the famous letter from him to Aristotle recounting the wonders
of India, and which eventually assumed the form of romances.

Clement concluded:40
In résumé, three points might be stressed. First, the idea of world-conquest goes back to
the dawn of the race, where it is found in myths and is invested with an eschatological
meaning; second, with the pseudo-Callisthenes it passes into literature and eventually
loses all eschatological significance, but to offset this loss it progressively undergoes
expansion under its new guise of a literary motif; third, it is a striking illustration of the
viability of an idea and its ability to suffer change in response to the changing
requirements of time.

Another passage in that same article by Clement41 concerns the occurrence of the
motif of world-conquest in Rabelais, in a comic context:
Next we come to the locus classicus of this motif, Gargantua 33. Rabelais essays in his
turn the ancient theme, and with inimitable verve, with many comic and even grotesque
enlivenments, for some of which he is indebted to Plutarch, he succeeds in pouring new
life into it, and expanding it into a tableau of epic amplitude. Picrochole, intoxicated with
the flattery of his captains, forms the project of conquering the whole world — or at least
that part of it worth conquering then. In pursuance of this grandiose scheme his army is to
be divided into two parts. The first part, after annihilating Grandgousier’s forces and
subduing his kingdom, is to pass on into Spain and Africa, and, turning eastward, to
conquer both littorals of the Mediterranean and everything in between. Reaching Asia, it
is to subdue all of Asia Minor, then turn back and end its labors with the capture of
Constantinople. The second half of the army is to conquer, in the meantime, Brittany first,
then likewise turning towards the east, is to subdue the middle and northern half of
Europe, and meet in. Constantinople the first army, now on its way back from its Asiatic
conquests.
39

Clement, ibid., pp. 131–132.
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10. World Conquest, Napoleon, and Pitt the Younger
in a 1805 Political Cartoon by James Gillray
The theme of world-conquest found humorous expression also in political cartoons.
Such is the case of a cartoon by James Gillray, “The Plumb pudding in danger: or
State Epicures taking un Petit Soup”, a caricature of the British prime minister Pitt the
Younger (d. 1806) — rather than George III, King of England — and Napoleon
Bonaparte slicing the globe between them, a print published by H. Humphrey,
February 26th, 1805. David Kunzle,42 concerning the circulation of English
caricatures in Germany: “In 1805 the last anti-Napoleonic cartoon appeared, showing
Napoleon helping himself to continental Europe, striking his fork into the heart of
Germany, while Pitt carves off the oceans.” On the following year, a London
publisher “proposed to the British government dropping caricatures on the continent
from unmanned balloons, in what would have been the first aerial propaganda
bombardment in history” (ibid.).

World-conquest: detail from a cartoon by James Gillray, 1805. The world is the globe.

David Kunzle, “Goethe and Caricature: From Hogarth to Töpffer”, Journal of the Warburg and
Courtauld Institutes, 48 (1985), pp. 164–188, as he states on p. 175 (with reference to plate 24c).
42
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Gillray’s etching: the same cartoon in its entirety.

The inscription on top of Gillray’s cartoon.

In fact, on the Continent poking fun or otherwise criticising Napoleon was no longer
safe: “In 1806 the bookseller Palm of Nuremberg was shot on Napoleon’s orders for
circulating a pamphlet called Germany in her deepest humiliation. Rudolf [Rudolph]
Ackermann, escaping French troops, burned a large staple of imported English
caricatures”.43
W.A. Coupe, in “Observations on a Theory of Political Caricature”, stated:44 “Draper
Hill45 has drawn our attention to the fact that Napoleon’s physical stature in Gillray’s
cartoons shrank in proportion as the threat he constituted to Britain grew and,
although we cannot now be absolutely sure, it is difficult to believe that the English
public can have seen in Gillray’s preposterously arrogant and much-vexed ‘little
Boney’ [i.e., Bonaparte] a real threat to its life and liberty.”
Kunzle, “Goethe and Caricature”, p. 175.
On pp. 91–92 in: W.A. Coupe, “Observations on a Theory of Political Caricature”, Comparative
Studies in Society and History, 11(1), 1969, pp. 79–95.
45
An American cartoonist and historian of caricature, on p. 126 in: Draper Hill, Mr. Gillray, The
Caricaturist, London: Phaidon Press, 1965.
43
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Augustus Pugin and Thomas Rowlandson, Ackermann’s Repository of Arts, 101 Strand, published by
Rudolph Ackermann in London in 1809.

Detail of the previous image.
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Detail of Ackermann’s 1809 print of the interior of their shop.

11. Short Napoleon, Dwarfish Nebuchadnezzar
Reduced physical stature being stressed in adverse propaganda in connection with the
conqueror of much of Europe, Napoleon, reminds of a rabbinic tradition which
claimed that Nebuchadnezzar was a dwarf. We are going to explore this pattern
below, by considering how medieval monks interpreted what they took to be a
description of the body of Nero by a contemporary.
Coupe claimed:46 “Thus to my mind the subtitle which Gillray gives to his famous
The Plumb-pudding in danger, not to mention the highly involved conversation with
which he cumbers all the parts of many another cartoon, actually detracts from the
impact of the engraving: it spoils the ‘joke’ by explaining it.”

46

Coupe, “Observations”, p. 81.
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12. Ahasuerus as Cosmocrator
Even when there is an explicit delimitation, in Scripture, of the territory of an
emperor, some rabbinic legend would expand it to encompass the whole world.
Arguably, geographical conceptions matter, in ascriptions of world conquest or world
domination. The following is quoted from Gionzberg’s digest of midrashic tales,
Legends of the Jews:47
Ahasuerus is regarded as a “cosmocrator” [i.e., a world ruler] not only in the
[Babylonian] Talmud (Megillah 11a, which says that the one hundred and twenty-seven
provinces represent the entire world) and several Midrashim (as, e.g., Panim Aherim 56;
2 Targum Esther 1.1, 3; Aggadat Esther 8), but also in Septuagint Esther 3.13. Other
Midrashim, however, maintain that he ruled only over half of the world. Comp. PRE [i.e.,
Pirqe deRabbi Eliezer] 11; ShR [i.e., Shemot Rabbah, i.e., Exodus Rabbah] 9.7; Esther
R[abbah] 1.1, 5, and 2.13. In all these Midrashim it is stated that the diminution of
Ahasuerus’ power was his punishment for stopping the work of the Temple [i.e., the
latter’s reconstruction as decreed by Cyrus and then by Darius].

13. Ahasuerus Reigning from India to Nubia,
and on Confusing India and Ethiopia
In the Book of Esther, the dominions of Ahasuerus extend “from Hoddu (India) until
Cush (Nubia)” (Esther 1:1, 1.8, 1:9), as indeed, the Persians had conquered parts of
the Indus Valley, and as they controlled Egypt, their rule extended to at least northern
Nubia. Cush was also taken to refer to Ethiopia. Arguably, the ancient (and medieval)
notion that India and Ethiopia are contiguous may, just may have been conducive to
the idea that the delimitation “from India to Cush” from Scripture indicated that the
earth all around had come under the control of Ahasuerus.
Confusions between Ethiopia and India were discussed by Schneider in L’Éthiopie et
l’Inde.48 Consider how the 1574 edition of the Histoire de Barlaam et de Josaphat —
in the French of the Carthusian abbott Jean de Billy, based on the Latin vulgate of a
Byzantine Greek text (mis)ascribed to St. John Damascene — stated in the Préface de
l’Autheur (sic!), folio 6, that the story was brought to the author (John) by clerics
coming back “de l’interieure [sic] Ethiopie, qu’on dite les Indes” (“from Inner
Ethiopia, which is called the Indies”). But in folio 7, it was recognised that India is
quite far away from Egypt, and that India is surrounded by the sea, but has a land
border with Persia.49

47

Louis Ginzberg, Legends of the Jews (Philadephia: The Jewish Publication Society of America,
1909–1938), Vol. 6, note 47 on p. 457 (my brackets).
48
P. Schneider, L’Éthiopie et l’Inde: Interférences et confusions aux extrémités du monde antique
(VIIIe siècle avant J.-C. – VIe siècle de notre ère) (Collection de l’École française de Rome, 335),
Rome: École française de Rome, 2004. It was reviewed by H. de Contenson on p. 309 in Syria (Paris),
83 (2006) = Hommage à Henri de Contenson.
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See fn. 6 on p. 410 in: Nancy Oddo, “Les enjeux des réécritures de romans orientaux au temps de la
Réforme catholique en France”, in: Marion Uhlig and Yasmina Foehr-Janssens (eds.), D’Orient en
Occident: Les recueils de fables enchâssées avant les Mill e et u n e Nu it s de Galland (Ba r la a m e t
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14. Cosmocrator in Name: Jahangir, Alamgir I and II, and Others
Aurangzeb (b. 1618, r. 1658, d. 1707) was the victor in the Indian war of succession50
ending the reign of the Mughal emperor Shah Jahan, best known internationally for
having commissioned the construction of the Taj Mahal. Shah Jahan’s own accession
to the throne had involved his slaying his brothers, and Aurangzeb did the same.
Aurangzeb was very cunning, very devout, and yet one who dared taking a false oath
on the Qur’ān, in order to deceive one of his brothers. Aurangzeb has had very bad
press from the historians, but he was the last of the Great Mughals; he had very low
expectations of his son and successor, and in that he was good prophet (but he
ascribed this to their horoscope).
Aurangzeb had no vision, only ambition; no reach, only grab. He was the least
imaginative, the least creative of the Great Mughals. And the least dynamic. He laboured
tirelessly, but was driven by will and routine rather than genius. No other Mughal
emperor, with the possible exception of Akbar, had spent as much time in the battlefield
or won as many battles as Aurangzeb. He pushed the Mughal frontiers almost to the very
ends of the subcontinent, making it the most extensive empire in Indian history. Yet he
was a failure, and he died a defeated man, a tragic, almost a pathetic figure. In every
respect the reign of Aurangzeb marks the beginning of the end of Mughal glory. 51
Aurangzeb was a notable expansionist and during his reign, the Mughal Empire
temporarily reached its greatest extent. During his lifetime, victories in the south
expanded the Mughal Empire to more than 3.2 million square kilometres and he ruled
over a population estimated as being in the range of 100–150 million subjects, with an
annual yearly tribute of £38,624,680 (2,879,469,894 rupees) in 1690. 52

Aurangzeb’s formal name as an individual emperor was Alamgir (literally, ‘seizer of
the world’, ‘world conqueror’), and he is also known as Alamgir I indeed. Aurangzeb
was given at birth the Muslim name Muḥī al-Dīn (Muḥyeddīn) Muḥammad.
Eventually, his rule encompassed territory from much of Afghanistan in the
northwest, to almost the southern tip of India, but there were insurgencies, and it was
the beginning of the resurgence of Hindu polities, of the militarisation of the Sikh, and
of the build-up of their respective power.
50

I expounded a mathematical model of narrative representation, using an episode from that succession
war, in E. Nissan, “Goals, Arguments, and Deception: A Formal Representation from the
AURANGZEB Project. I: An Episode from the Succession War”, Journal of Intelligent & Fuzzy
Systems, 18(3), No. 3, 2007, pp. 281–305; “Goals, Arguments, and Deception: A Formal
Representation from the AURANGZEB Project. II: A Formalism for the Capture of Murad”, Journal
of Intelligent & Fuzzy Systems, 18(3), 2007, pp. 307–327.
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54(4), 2008 [2009], pp. 293–362.
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The Emperor Aurangzeb on horseback, as portrayed in painting dated to ca.
1690 – 1710. It is now at the Cleveland Museum of Art.53

53

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:The_Emperor_Aurangzeb_on_Horseback_ca._1690–
1710_The_Cleveland_Museum_of_Art.jpg
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Aurangzeb seated on the Peacock Throne.54

54

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Aurangzeb_T0000253_104.jpg
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The extent of Aurangzeb’s territory, contrasted to that of two of his Mughal ancestors. 55

By 1689, almost all of Southern India was a part of the Mughal Empire and after
the conquest of Golconda, Aurangzeb may have been the richest and most powerful
man alive. […] Most Muslim historians believe that Aurangzeb was the last powerful
ruler of an empire inevitably on the verge of decline. The major rebellions organised by
the Sikhs and the Marathas had deep roots in the remote regions of the Mughal Empire.
Unlike his predecessors, Aurangzeb considered the royal treasury to be held in trust
for the citizens of his empire. He made caps and copied the Quran to earn money for his
use. Aurangzeb constructed a small marble mosque known as the Moti Masjid (Pearl
Mosque) in the Red Fort complex in Delhi. However, his constant warfare, especially
with the Marathas, drove his empire to the brink of bankruptcy just as much as the
wasteful personal spending and opulence of his predecessors. 56

55
56

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Mughal_Historical_Map.png
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alamgir_I
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Already Aurangzeb’s grandfather, Salim, Akbar’s son, was enthroned in 1605 as
Jahangir (literally, ‘seizer of the world’, ‘world conqueror’: jahan is a Persian world,
whereas ‘alam is Arabic for ‘world’). There exist allegorical portraits of Jahangir,
showing his standing on a globe. Elsewhere, in the review57 of an exhibition and
exhibition book,58 I have remarked:
Susan Stronge, lecturing on 6 May 2010 during the exhibition, remarked that another
version of the painting portraying Jahangir in which Jahangir, also standing on the right
on a globe which has a fish under it, shoots leftwards at the cut head of Malik ‘Anbar, a
rebel in the Deccan who was a Black former slave. Jahangir shoots an arrow into the
black head, impaled on a spear; the section of the neck is red. Jahangir and the painters
who made that painting, however, never saw Malik ‘Anbar. Therefore, Stronge
suggested, the cut Black man’s head (may I add: cf. Corsica’s emblem) is just a type.
Nevertheless, an apparently actual full-figure portrait of him is extant. Stronge noted that
allegories in paintings about Jahangir are difficult to unravel. They were sometimes based
on a dream.
It is worthwhile to point out that at the concomitant exhibition of The Singh Twins,
there was a poster in colour and gouache on paper, of 2002, by Rabindra K.D. Kaur
Singh,59 shows the boxer Muhammad Ali (i.e., Cassius Clay), 60 standing like Jahangir on
the globe, in a boxer’s attire on the ring, shoots an arrow (a pen) into one of the eyes of a
KKK (Ku Klux Klan) white hood, on whose back there is an American flag.61 Both of
these items are hung on a spear, like the cut head of the rebel Malik ‘Anbar. On top of the
spear, there is an American eagle, with an arrow shot from beak to back. Under the
boxer’s feet (wearing sports boots and with broken chains), a globe, with Africa looming
large, stands on a boxing ring, itself standing on the hunch of a camel which in turn
stands upon a rock or islet in a river or lake. On the shore, there is a cock. On the borders
of the poster, there are quotations of Muhammad Ali himself.
Two putti hower in the sky. Instead of lowering a crown on Muhammad Ali’s head
like the putti in the two shooting-Jahangir-on-the-globe portraits, a radiant halo surrounds
the boxer’s head. That, too, has an antecedent in portraits of Mughal emperors. The putto
on the left side throws roses, whereas the putto on the right holds pens (which function as
arrows for Muhammad Ali). On his wrists, the boxer has handcuffs with broken chains.
Whereas the boxer-on-the-globe British Indian poster is an interesting contemporary
instance of recycling of the portraits of Jahangir standing on the globe, there is one more
item worth mentioning, for comparison with those portraits of Jahangir. (I mean
typological proximity, not a claim of there having been emulation.) England’s Queen
Elizabeth I’s so called “Ditchley” portrait, also at the National Portrait Gallery, was
painted by Marcus Gheeraerts the Younger in 1592. It is a symbolic painting, showing
Elizabeth I standing on a flat map of England, with the land painted brown, and the sea,
blue.

Alamgir I’s, i.e., Aurangzeb’s “full imperial title was Al-Sultan al-Azam wal Khaqan
al-Mukarram Hazrat Abul Muzaffar Muhy-ud-Din Muhammad Aurangzeb Bahadur
Alamgir I, Badshah Ghazi, Shahanshah-e-Sultanat-ul-Hindiya Wal Mughaliya”.62
57

E. Nissan, in Quaderni di Studi Indo-Mediterranei, 6 (2013 [2014]), pp. 330–338.
Rosemary Crill and Kapil Jariwala (eds.), The Indian Portrait, 1560–1860. London: National Portrait
Gallery, 2010.
59
Her sister, also a painter, is Amrit K.D. Kaur Singh.
60
Claiming religious reasons, Muhammad Ali refused to be conscribed and fight in the Vietnam War,
and was stripped of his world boxing title.
61
It has apparently eluded the painter that it is a deeply anachronistic, inauthentic poster, reviving the
climate of unrest during the Lyndon B. Johnson era out of context, at an especially unfortunate timing:
consider that the poster is from 2002, so it came shortly after September the 11th. Equating the
American flag with a hood of the Ku Klux Klan, and piercing it with an arrow, is something which by
far most Afro-Americans would perceive to be deeply offensive, and also unsettling for their identity. I
guess Muhammad Ali himself would have been uncomfortable with that poster in 2002.
62
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alamgir_I
58
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The Mughal emperor Jahangir63 (r. 1605–1627), standing on a globe in a portrait,
shoots an arrow at the head of a defeated rebel.64

63
64

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jahangir
https://cbkwgl.files.wordpress.com/2014/09/untitled_thumb.png?w=1400
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Jahangir and Persia’s Safavid Shah Abbas I standing on a globe in a portrait.65 The motif of
the lion and lamb co-existing peacefully is of biblical derivation (cf. Isaiah 11:6–8, 65:25).
The winged heads are a modification of Western putti. Jahangir (the painter’s employer)
stands on the lion, Abbas I on the lamb (or rather ewe). The lion encroaches on Persia. The
ewe is pushed west of Persia: she lies over the Ottoman Empire and Italy. And Jahangir stands
taller than Abbas I, and their embrace gives the impression that Abbas I is a protégé.
65

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jahangir#/media/File:Jahangir_%26_Abbas_I.jpg
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For comparison, consider Thomas Nast’s cartoon (a wood engraving) “Millennium. The Tiger
and the Lamb Lie Together”, published by Harper’s Weekly on 3 November 1877. Nast
replaced the lion and lamb of Isaiah with the Tammany Tiger (New York Democrats) and the
Republican Lamb. The lamb is nowhere to be seen, because the tiger has devoured it.66
Sarah Burns published an important study, “Party Animals: Thomas Nast, William Holbrook Beard,
and the Bears of Wall Street”, American Art Journal, 30(1/2), 1999, pp. 8–35, in animal symbolism in
American cartoons in the Gilded Age (the last third of the 19th century). Nast was among those
transforming old animal symbols “by combining established models of exaggerated grotesque humor
with a new and highly intensified naturalism, as in Nast’s rendering of the ‘Democratic Tiger’ in The
Millennium (Fig. 8 [on p. 17 in Burns’s paper]). Licking his chops after ingesting the Republican
Lamb, Nast’s tiger is no cartoon feline but an entirely plausible predator.” Nast replaced an Indian
animal, the tiger, for the wolf or the leopard from Isaiah. The tiger winks; “lamb and peas” (from
human cuisine) suggests that to the tiger, the lamb is just a dish: something to be devoured.
66
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Aurangzeb’s son, Bahadur Shah I, succeeded him and the empire, both because of
Aurangzeb’s over-extension and because of Bahadur Shah’s weak military and leadership
qualities, entered a period of terminal decline. Immediately after Bahadur Shah occupied
the throne, the Maratha Empire — which Aurangzeb had held at bay, inflicting high
human and monetary costs even on his own empire — consolidated and launched
effective invasions of Mughal territory, seizing power from the weak emperor. Within
decades of Aurangzeb’s death, the Mughal Emperor had little power beyond the walls of
Delhi.67

There also was a Mughal emperor, Alamgir II (b. 1699, r. 1754, d. 1759), or ‘Azīz-udDīn before his accession to the throne.
Aziz-ud-Din, the second son of Jahandar Shah, was raised to the throne by Imad-ulMulk after he deposed Ahmad Shah Bahadur in 1754. On ascending the throne, he took
the title of Alamgir and tried to follow the approach of Aurangzeb Alamgir. At the time
of his accession to throne he was an old man of 55 years. He had no experience of
administration and warfare as he had spent most of his life in jail. He was a weak ruler,
with all powers vested in the hand of his vizier, Ghazi-ud-Din Imad-ul-Mulk.68

Thus a monarch whose regal name literally means ‘world conqueror’ was not even in
command, as the actual ruler was his vizier, who eventually murdered him. “Marathas
became more powerful because of their collaboration with Imad-ul-Mulk, and
dominated the whole of northern India. This was the peak of Maratha expansion,
which caused great trouble for the Mughal Empire, already weak with no strong ruler.
Relations between Alamgir II and his usurping vizier, Imad-ul-Mulk had now
deteriorated. He was murdered by Imad-ul-Mulk” (actually by assassins sent by
him).69
Even before Alamgir II, the vizier who enthroned him had kept him in jail: “Aziz-udDin was then imprisoned in 1714 and released in 1754, by usurping Vizier Imad-ulMulk, he perceived Aziz-ud-Din as a frail personality who would not object his
regime. Therefore, on 2 June 1754, Aziz-ud-Din was given the title Alamgir II by the
vizier out of his own recommendation, as he wanted to follow the centralised
approach of Aurangzeb”.
Of course, the irony of that regal name being given to his protégé-cum-victim would
not have been lost on the usurping vizier, but his choice of that name was a reference
to Aurangzeb, Alamgir II’s great-grandfather, whose rule the vizier sought to emulate.
During Alamgir II’s reign Mughal power was at a low ebb, so much so that in 1760
the Maratha Confederation considered deposing him and ending the Mughal dynasty
altogether, in which case, they would have place a Hindu, Vishwasrao, on the throne
in Delhi.
Nevertheless, it was only in 1857, after the Indian Mutiny, that the last Mughal
emperor, Bahadur Shah II,70 was deposed, and the Mughal Empire was replaced with
the British Raj.
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alamgir_I
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alamgir_II
69
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alamgir_II This is also the source of the next quotation.
70
The literal sense of Bahadur is ‘brave’. Also consider the following: “On 28 May 1633, Aurangzeb
escaped death when a powerful war elephant stampeded through the Mughal Imperial encampment. He
rode against the elephant and struck its trunk with a lance, and successfully defended himself from
being crushed. Aurangzeb’s valour was appreciated by his father who conferred him the title of
Bahadur (Brave) and had him weighed in gold and presented gifts worth Rs. 200,000. This event was
celebrated in Persian and Urdu verses […]” (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alamgir_I).
68
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The Maratha Confederacy at its zenith in 1760.71

A member of the English East India Company prostrates himself while requesting
pardon from Aurangzeb 72 during the Child’s War.73

71
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Marathas.GIF
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:The_English_ask_pardon_of_Aurangzeb.jpg
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Alamgir II, as portrayed by Sukha Luhar. Brooklyn Museum, in the public domain. 74

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Child's_War “This hostility against the empire ended in disaster for the
English, particularly when Aurangzeb dispatched a strong fleet from Janjira commanded by the Sidi
Yaqub and manned by Mappila loyal to Ali Raja Ali II and Abyssinian sailors firmly blockaded
Bombay in 1689. In 1690, the company sent envoys to Aurangzeb’s camp to plead for a pardon. The
company’s envoys had to prostrate themselves before the emperor, pay a large indemnity, and promise
better behaviour in the future” (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alamgir_I).
74
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=10966423
73
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A posthumous portrait (ca. 1850) of the Persian kind Nadir Shah, sitting on the Peacock Throne, after his defeat of Muhammad Shah. 75

75

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Peacock_Throne#/media/File:Nadir_Shah_on_the_Peacock_Throne_after_his_defeat_of_Muhammad_Shah._ca._1850,_San_Diego_MOA.jpg
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Detail of the former image.
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Painting of the later version of the Mughal Peacock Throne,
in the Diwan-i-Khas in the Red Fort in Delhi (ca. 1850).76

The etymology of a personal name may lose any connection to the qualities expected
of the person bearing it. For example, Alamgir is a Pakistani, Urdu-language pop
singer77 born into a Bengali family in what is now Bangladesh, in 1955. His father
was a politician. The singer Alamgir is nicknamed “the Elvis of the East”, a reference
to Elvis Presley, and is also influenced by the playback singer Ahmed Rushdi.78
Another Alamgir is a Bangladeshi film actor,79 television actor, and host, born in 1950
(he is Alamgir Hossain by his real name); his father, Alhaz Kalim Uddin Ahmed
(Dudu Miah), was a film producer. The Bangladeshi actor Alamgir is the father of the
singer Akhi Alamgir.80
If one is to consider the etymological sense of the name Alamgir, then there is an
irony in such new reports as ones entitled “Veteran singer Alamgir set to leave for
Atlanta for kidney removal” (beginning as follows: “23 May 2015 - Veteran singer
Alamgir has been battling polycystic kidney disease for years and is ready to take the
next step towards relief from the pain […]”), and “I need your prayers: Alamgir”, also
about the Pakistani singer,81 from the Pakistani newspaper The Express Tribune of 15
October 2011.
76

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Peacock_Throne#/media/File:Sixteen_views_of_monuments_in_Delhi
_Peacock_Throne_Red_Fort_Delhi_1850.png
77
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alamgir_(pop_singer) “Alamgir was born in East Pakistan (presentday Bangladesh) into a Bengali family. His father Farmuzal Haq was a politician and a member of the
All India Muslim League. He studied in Mirzapur Cadet College, Tangail, in the province of East
Bengal. He briefly studied in B A F Shaheen College in Dhaka. At the age of around 15, he moved to
Karachi, West Pakistan to continue his studies at the University of Karachi to finally immigrate to
USA. He settled in the PECHS area of Karachi and started singing in the evenings, around 1970, at a
small café called ‘Globe Hotel’ on Tariq Road, Karachi”.
78
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ahmed_Rushdi
79
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alamgir_(actor)
80
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Akhi_Alamgir
81
http://tribune.com.pk/story/274715/i-need-your-prayers-alamgir/
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The Pakistani pop singer Alamgir.

The Bangladeshi actor Alamgir.
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15. Cosmocrator in Name: A Columnist Etymologising “The Donald”
The 2016 U.S. presidential campaign, its immediate aftermath, and the period
surrounding the inauguration as president of the New York tycoon Donald Trump
have been turbulent in public perceptions and media coverage, because of highly
controversial positions (and eventually, presidential orders), often first made public by
Trump through Twitter. Whereas many politicians, rulers, and even the Pope have
Twitter accounts, it was previously unheard of that by tweeting, a politician would
cause commotion in public opinion and elite opinions, whereas Trump’s style actually
seeks strong responses.
Having considered, in the previous section of this article, world-rule as being
embedded in the literal sense of regal names borne by some Mughal emperors of
India, we now turn to how one British columnist inserted an etymology of the first
name of Donald Trump in text whose theme was a comparison of the latter to the
Roman emperor Nero — and this in The Spectator, an elite opinion weekly quite
closely associated with the Tories, and at a time (in the issue of 4 February 2017)
when Britain’s Tory government had been seeking a good relation with Trump,
something made imperative by the same government pursuing the application of
Brexit, the country’s leaving the European Union as per the results of the referendum
of 23 June 2016, when, taking the world by surprise, British voters decided the fate of
the country to be outside the European Union.
Let us first consider a sort of contest that took place between the covers of the New
Statesman (an elite opinion weekly very close to the British Labour Party), in its issue
of 20–26 January 2017, and of The Spectator of 4 February 2017. The theme of both
covers was Trump’s use of Twitter, and the bird which is the logo of the latter
features prominently on both covers. In the cover of the New Statesman, the logo of
Twitter comes out of Trump’s mouth as though it was the bird of a cuckoo clock. This
is evocative of the idiomatic association in English of cuckoo with madness.
The cover of The Spectator is a bit more sophisticated, and also more demanding of
viewers in terms of previous knowledge. A screaming woman covers her head, in the
attempt to protect herself from an attack on the part of aggressive looking birds that
look like Twitter’s logo. In the background, there are demonstrators for and against
Trump. That cover is a striking emulation of the original release poster of Alfred
Hitchcock’s 1963 horror-thriller, critically acclaimed film The Birds.82 In that poster,
the screaming woman’s face is surmounted by somewhat more realistic images of
birds, and these are surmounted by the statement “It could be the most terrifying
motion picture I have ever made!”, followed with Hitchcock’s autograph. In a vertical
yellow strip to the left in the poster, Hitchcock was shown standing, under another
statement of his: “…and remember, the next scream you hear may be your own!”
The film is “loosely based on the 1952 story of the same name by Daphne du Maurier. It focuses on a
series of sudden and unexplained violent bird attacks on the people of Bodega Bay, California over the
course of a few days” (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Birds_(film)). The film was released on 10
September 1963 in London. In the film, a seagull injures thye female protagonist; later on, a seagull kill
itself by flying into the ront door. The next morning, another lady pays visit to a farmer, and finds his
“his eyeless corpse pecked lifeless by birds, she flees in terror. After being comforted by Melanie and
Mitch, she expresses concern for Cathy’s safety at school. Melanie drives there and waits for class to
end, unaware that a large murder [i.e., storm] of crows are massing in the nearby playground. Unnerved
when she sees its jungle gym covered by them, she warns Annie, and they evacuate the children. The
commotion stirs the crows into attacking, injuring several of the children”. Eventually: “During a lull in
the bird attacks, Mitch and Melanie return to Annie’s house and find that she has been killed by the
crows while ushering Cathy to safety”. Several characters flee the town in a car.
82
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The New Statesman cover referring to Donald Trump’s tweets and to a cuckoo clock.
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The cover of The Spectator, emulating the release post of Hitchcock’s film The Birds,
and in which the attacking birds from the film have been reshaped so as to resemble
Twitter’s logo. The reference is to Trump’s tweets, and to the fiercely opposed attitudes
towards Trump in the United States.
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The 1963 release poster of Alfred Hitchcock’s film The Birds.

The last column of p. 22 of the same issue of The Spectator (the one dated 4 February
2017) carried an opinion piece by Peter Jones, entitled “Nero’s tips for Trump” under
the title of the column, “Ancient and modern”. The idea was that Donald Trump, like
the Roman emperor Nero, is basically a showman, and would better stick to just being
a showman. A reference to Nero’s Domus aurea (Golden House), destroyed after
Nero’s fall, was perhaps inspired by Trump’s famous golden lift in New York, in
front of whose gilded doors he has been photographed, e.g., with Nigel Farage, the
former leader of the Ukip in Britain, who was the moving spirit of the years long
campaign that led to the Brexit vote, and who after the referendum went to the United
States in order to support Trump’s electoral campaign.
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What is of special interest to us in the present study, in the text by Peter Jones, is that
after addressing Donald Trump (also known as “The Donald”) directly, Jones inserted
a parenthesis in which he etymologised the first name Donald, “(Domhnall — ‘worldruler’)!” Jones was being true to the theme of his column, namely, seeking precedent
in classical antiquity for current events. What makes ‘world-ruler’ apt in context,
though not quite in a literal sense, is that the president of the United States of America
is the ruler of only remaining superpower, and thus is deemed to be the most powerful
human on earth.
Clearly Jones was being sarcastic: apart from the fact that Trump is keen to pursue
isolationist policies, he has not been in control of how the rest of the world has been
responding to him because of his divisive, extremely controversial electoral
campaign, and he does not control the check and balances of the governance system
of the United States, and within a few days a ban he ordered on the nationals of some
Muslim-majority countries entering the United States was overturned by federal
courts, also on appeal. That being able to tell those who voted him into office
“I tried”, then blaming others for the non-implementation of a policy he had promised
them he would pursue, is another matter.

16. The Burden of the Entire Earth on a Newly Elected U.S. President
Bill Clinton in 1992, in a Cartoon Right after his Election
Bill Clinton having been elected president of the United States, a cartoon by Herblock
(Herbert Block, 1909–2001), published by the Washington Post on 6 November 1992,
showed Clinton standing, wearing a chequered shirt, beyond the rear of a dump lorry
and staring at its cargo. Facing him was one of the lorry-drivers, his back at the lorry,
and reading from his documentation in order to check the identity of the recipient of
the consignment: “Your name Clinton?” In the back of the lorry, a man was pushing a
huge globe, showing the contour of the Americas and West Africa. The weight of the
entire Earth was about to come down on the new president.
The description at the Library of Congress summarises this cartoon as follows:
“Editorial cartoon shows two men with a dump truck about to deliver a large planet
Earth to the newly-elected President Bill Clinton.” The medium is “graphite, porous
point pen, ink, and overlays, with opaque white over blue pencil underdrawing”, and
the size of the cartoonist’s original sheet is 56×38.1 cm.
The underlying assumption is that a serving president of the United States of America
is the person (actually, the man) who more than any other individual human being
rules the world, and this because of the United States’ standing vis-à-vis all other
countries in the world.
In the cartoon, Bill Clinton is dressed informally, and looks up while a man on the
lorry is pushing out the globe. Will the globe crush Clinton? Or will the globe just roll
downhill? The ground is sloping down, as drawn in the cartoon: see the sloping line of
the horizon behind Clinton’s back.
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The newly elected American president Bill Clinton about to be made to
carry the burden of the entire Earth, in a cartoon by Herbert Block, in the
Washington Post of 6 November 1992.
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17. Ascribed Intent of World-Conquest: A Vicious Cartoon
Consider the following, about the double sense of the Italian word terra, similarly to
the double sense of the Hebrew word ha’arets. Elsewhere83 I discussed a political
cartoon from Italy by the far leftist Vauro, “Terra Promessa”, published in Pagina in
July 1982, during the Lebanon war.84 “Israel’s then prime minister, Menahem Begin,
shown smiling, was made to say: ‘La Terra Promessa’, i.e., ‘The Promised Land’,
with his hand extended (being moved in that direction, as conventional motion lines
suggested) towards a globe, thus exploiting the fact that the planet Earth is called in
Italian Terra, and terra also means ‘land’. Begin was wearing his glasses, as well as a
skullcap like very religious Jews, and, unlike Jews, a monk’s sandals and gown; he
also held a bishop’s pastoral staff. Over his monk’s gown, Begin was made to wear
Vauro’s fuzzy and quite inaccurate idea of what a tallit, the Jewish prayer shawl, is:
with Stars of David, but no fringes (fringes are essential), and moreover with an
In E. Nissan, “A Sketch of the Pragmatics of the Devouring Mob”, La Ricerca Folklorica, 66 (2012
[2014]), pp. 97–132 (an article about a few categories of ascribed cannibalistic practices) — in an inset
in the first column of pp. 128–129, which is associated with Appendix D, “Alive and Kicking: On
Some Traditional Motifs in Ethnic Typecasting”.
84
Or more precisely, in the phase of Israeli direct intervention in the long Lebanon war. The trigger
was the shooting of the Israeli ambassador to Britain (which the man survived, but which reduced his
cognitive abilities to those of a toddler), and a response to one year of shelling of the Israeli town of
Kiryat Shemonah, which compelled residents to regularly spend the night in shelters. The town’s
inhabitants are overwhelmingly Jews of Middle Eastern background, the sector of the Israeli electorate
that had been crucial to the electoral victory of the Likud because of deep resentment of decades of
Labour policies towards them. The 1977 reversal of majorities produced huge resentment against that
ethnic group on the part of the Left, and made it less difficult for the camp that has become the
opposition to disregard the needs of that population to be defended (but the very idea that they really
deserved equality required of Labour a learning curve, and in 1982–83 it was still too early for the
party to accept that it, too, needed to woo that part of the electorate if it was ever to regain power).
Having said that, the decision to send the army into Lebanon was of course hugely controversial inside
Israel (and inside the ruling coalition) also because of military and strategic considerations, as well as
in terms of human costs, and in fact it is a handbook case of a dilemma when you are damned if you
do, and are damned if you do not. The war did achieve the end of the Fatahland state-within-the-state in
Lebanon, and the PLO leadership moved to Tunisia, whose ruler saw to it that their power be strictly
confined to the military base they were allocated (this spared Tunisia the attempt to make the state
implode, as had happened in Jordan in 1969, Lebanon in 1975–1982, and Israel in 2002–2003).
However, the core of the Fatahland had been in the Beka‘ah valley, which during the 1960s was in the
European information media as a source of opium, and in fact during the 1970s a system of governance
also typifying narco-terror polities elsewhere (in Colombia and in Indo-China) developed. The Shi‘is
had been reduced to a subjected tier of the population (though higher than Lebanese Christians0 in the
Fatahland, and in the 1980s their militias developed a successor state-within-the-state whose core was
in the Beka‘ah valley, and whose income is similar. Importantly however, the end of the Fatahland
(which was at a time when Soviet response was weak because those were the months of Brezhnev’s
utter physical decline) coincided with the end of the storage and conduit of Soviet weapons intended to
fuel insurgencies that would debilitate Nato’s southern flank. It had been the unintended effect of the
“lodo Moro-Giovannone” (i.e., Italy’s closing an eye on PLO activities in Italy, in exchange for the
PLO avoiding Italian targets) that both far-left and far-right underground militias had been armed, and
in those “anni di piombo” (years of lead) the country was brought to its knees indeed. The Soviets
came to a realisation that the distribution of weapons had not been maximised, because Arafat had built
up a huge storage in Lebanon so that the merchandise would command higher prices. The Israeli army
uncovered the existence of a gigantic Soviet excavator that had been used in order to dig storage space
in a mountain. The existence of such huge excavators had been until then unknown in the West. That
excavator could not travel on a road, as it would destroy its surface because of excessive weight. The
United States took possession of that excavator as a matter of course (as a client state could not object
to the superpower being its patron). This in turn resulted in a new generation of excavators, gigantic
ones now in use at mines in the United States.
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opening for the wearer’s head (in this somewhat like an arba‘ knafot, i.e., a variant of
tallit worn by some very observant Jews under their shirt). Presumably, this was
meant to portray some Moses redivivus. The message was clear: the Jews are out to
conquer the whole Earth — the Americas, Europe, Africa, and the Near East were
shown on the globe. And the nose was very hooked, unlike Begin’s actual nose, but
what according to a stereotype a ‘Jewish nose’ is supposed to look like.85
An erroneous image intended to represent a Jewish prayer shawl also occurred in
Italian comics used as an illustration in a book about antisemitism by Alfonso Di Nola
from the early 1970s: a Jew was proclaiming to a criminal gang he was helping, that
only money interests him. He was wearing a skullcap, as well as a priest’s stole,
which the draughtsman mistook for how a Jewish prayer shawl would look like.
Universal domination was a canard of antisemitism even before the fake Protocols of
the Elders of Zion,86 and eventually this found forceful expression in Nazi-Fascist
propaganda. In 1940, an article in La Difesa della Razza claimed:87 “Ecco la sola e
vera religione dell’ebraismo: la dominazione universale”, i.e., “Here is the only,
actual religion of Jewry/Judaism: universal domination”.
Obadiah Sforno lived in Italy during the Renaissance (c. 1470–c. 1550). Sometimes,
exegetes explain the obvious in their gloss. Sforno explains, in his Hebrew-language
commentary, that the biblical promise of ha-’areṣ (which in Italian would be la terra:
either the land, or the Earth) means not the entire kaddur ha-’areṣ (the entire globe),
but Ereṣ-Yisra’el (the Land of Israel) alone. That the sense of ha-’areṣ within the
divine promise of ha-’areṣ is to the Land of Canaan, i.e., the Land of Israel, was not
in doubt for any exegete, but somehow Sforno felt it useful to point out the obvious,
in all likelihood in order to draw attention to the polysemy of the word ha-’areṣ (and
it is a polysemy that maps perfectly onto the polysemy of Italian terra, in contrast to
how the relevant lexical concepts are expressed in English).
Let us say something about the climate when Vauro’s cartoon appeared. It was
shocking how even usually middle-of-the-road cartoonists indulged in representing
Jews as Nazis, or in associating Israel with Judas Iscariot, and so forth. Political
cartooning in Italy’s First Republic (which ended amid scandals in the early 1990s)
compared poorly anyway to political cartooning in other countries (especially AngloSaxon countries). Gag cartoonists in Italy often were of a good level. Origone, a fairly
good gag cartoonist, on 13 June 1982 had a political cartoon of his published on p. 2
of the Genoa newspaper Il Secolo XIX of Sunday, 13 June 1982, a cartoon in which
The “Jewish nose” in modern antisemitism has been discussed by Sander L. Gilman in The Jew’s
Body, New York and London: Routledge, 1991; Id., “By a Nose: On the Construction of ‘Foreign
Bodies’”. Social Epistemology, 13 (1999), pp. 49–58; Id., “The Jewish Nose: Are Jews White? Or the
History of the Nose Job”, in: Laurence J. Silberstein and Robert L. Cohn (eds.), The Other in Jewish
Thought and History: Constructions of Jewish Culture and Identity, New York: New York University
Press, 1994, pp. 364–401. Cf. S.L. Gilman, “The Phantom of the Opéra’s Nose”, in: Victoria de Rijke,
Lene Østermark-Johansen, and Helen Thomas (eds.), Nose Book: Representations of the Nose in
Literature and the Arts, London: Middlesex University Press, 2001, pp. 240–261.
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Cesare De Michelis, The Non-Existent Manuscript: A Study of the Protocols of the Sages of Zion
[astudy on their fabrication and its background] (Studies in Antisemitism Series), Lincoln, NE:
University of Nebraska Press, on behalf of Jerusalem: The Vidal Sasson International Center for the
Study of Antisemitism, 2004, is a book reconstructing the original Russian text and tracing the
background of the notorious and extremely armful apocryphal book, The Protocols of the Elders of
Zion (Протоколы сионских мудрецов) which was forged by the tsarist secret police, and of which
over 20 editions appeared in Russia between 1903 and 1912.
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Armando Tosti, “L’ebraismo non è una religione” [“Judaism isn’t a religion”], La Difesa della Razza
[The Defence of Race] 3, 23 (5 October 1940), pp. 18–22.
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Begin, on the left, stands in front of a fat soldier with a cigarette in his mouth, raises
his finger and tells him, against the backdrop of a destroyed built environment: “Che
nessuno parli di "soluzione finale". Ci sono I diritti d’autore” (“Let nobody talk about
a ‘final solution’. There is copyright”). There was a flurry of cartoons, articles, and
slogans, comparing Israel to the Nazis. An interview with the Jewish-born Communist
film director Gillo Pontecorvo, published on p. 82 in the women’s magazine Amica of
12 October 1982, was headlined: “Non si vergogna di essere ebreo, Gillo
Pontecorvo?” (“Aren’t you ashamed you are a Jew, Gillo Pontecorvo?”) State-run
radio and television indulged in the hate campaign with relish.

A double sense in Vauro’s 1982 cartoon88 about the Jews’s Promised Land being the entire
planet Earth, rehashing the modern far-right canard about Jewish world-domination. Both
crass ignorance and traditional prejudice combines in this cartoon, that is moreover based on
a pun, a meagre Baroque concettino. The rubric title above this cartoon was:

Vauro’s cartoon was reproduced on p. 67 in La guerra nel Libano e l’opinione pubblica italiana:
confusione – distorsione – pregiudizio – antisemitismo (6 giugno – 8 ottobre 1982). Dossier di
documenti (etc.), edited by Adriana Goldstaub with the assistance of Laura Wofsi Rocca, Centro di
Documentazione Ebraica Contemporanea, Milano, “gennaio 1983 – ristampa – ciclostilato in proprio”,
originally printed in late 1982. Origone’s cartoon appears there on p. 95.
88
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This cartoon by Forattini (then Italy’s most lionised political cartoonist) appeared in a
prestigious newspaper, La Stampa in Turin, on 22 September 1982. Begin, wearing a
skullcap (which he did not usually wear) and with a hooked nose (because he was
Jewish, regardless of the actual shape of his real nose) carries a blend of a cross and a
swrod dripping blood profusely, and says: “I, too, have my cross” (“Anch’io ho la mia
croce”). Forattini had the habit of associating the Passion to Israel in various cartoons. It
is telling that such a cartoon appeared in a well-regarded, usually well-thinking
newspaper, not in a peripheral periodical catering to the far Left, which was the case of
Vauro’s cartoon we have also considered.
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Another cartoon by Forattini (La Stampa, 21 September 1982), showing Hitler
in Hell complaining that “these ones” (i.e., the Israelis, or the Jews, who for
Forattini used to be all the same) were going to withhold royalties from him.

This was at a time when in Italy local dynamics (e.g., a fade of the Thirties) 89
combined with a global media phenomenon in the summer and autumn of 1982, even
mainstream media had adopted a very vicious stance that unmistakably targeted also
Italian Jews, and resulted even in beatings, and culminated with a bomb killing one
child and wounding several persons during a ceremony of children being blessed
during a Jewish festival at Rome’s central synagogue. Previously, during a
demonstration of 300,000 participants during an unrelated national strike, a group of
89

For example, at the Mostra degli Anni Trenta at Palazzo Reale (a building that had been the palace of
the Austrian Vice-Roy until 1859) facing the northern flank of Milan’s cathedral, two littorine (train
engines named after Fascist insignia) were on show in the courtyard, between the palace and the
cathedral. Suddenly, even the worst in Fascism was being rehabilitated, and this was described as a
transition from an anti-Fascist to an “a-Fascist” (afascista) national conscience, supposedly neutral visà-vis Fascism. Some member of the hard left would come out of the closet gushing in the media about
his father, a combatant in the Black Brigades that flanked the German Nazi army in the puppet republic
set up in northern Italy between the end of 1943 and April 1945. This provided an enablement for many
to lay down the mask of respectability vis-à-vis Italy’s Jews, and only a trigger was required for a
climate of hatred (even physical violence) to be unleashed against Italy’s Jews. I left Italy in 1983, and
remained in a shock for many years.
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300 demonstrators approached the synagogue and placed there an open bier in front of
a plaque commemorating local victims of the Holocaust.90
The second half of 1982 was the lowest point in Italian Jewry’s relation with the
media and even the Italian Republic and the general public, and a lasting shock. A
famous writer, Alberto Arbasino, in La Repubblica of 15 October 1982 (thus, in the
very newspaper that, with its campaign soliciting “disassociation” signatures from
Jews,91 was leading the hate campaign), published an opinion paper entitled “Tutti
zitti i letterati”92 (“The literati all shutting up”), in which he denounced the current
“climate” of overt anti-Jewish hatred, which he likened to the climate (“si era creato
un clima”) he witnessed as a child in the town of Voghera in 1940, right after Italy’s
backstabbing attack against France when the latter was on her knees facing the
incoming Nazi troops.
The eagerness of many academics and other intellectuals to jump into the fray with
zany articles bothering Israel’s Deity, Joshua, the “selvaggia teocrazia insediata a Tel
Aviv” (“savage theocracy installed in Tel Aviv”),93 and what not, by all means was a
parallel to such a rush in 1938, as Italy’s Racial Laws were promulgated. That
concomitantly in 1982, there was the “discovery” of Hitler’s fake diaries was
exploited for adding a nasty twist. On state-run television, the famous compère Enzo
Tortora let in on stage, in his Portobello entertainment programme, an Adolf Hitler
impersonator, tall and wearing boots. Tortora shouted: “Ecco il nostro amico!” (“Here
is out friend!”). His audience was silent. He reiterated his exclamation, and then, with
some hesitation, the audience clapped.
Cf. E. Nissan, “Aspects of Italy’s Jewish Experience, as Shaped by Local and Global Factors”, in: C.
Gelbin, S.L. Gilman (eds.), Jewish Culture in the Age of Globalisation, a special issue of the European
Review of History / Revue européenne d’histoire, 18(1), 2011, pp. 131–142; and E. Nissan, “The
Paradox of the Italian Jewish Experience in 1990–2010”, Changing Jewish Communities, 66 (15 March
2011); as well as E. Nissan, “Un mistero risolto? Riflessioni in margine a Il serpente biblico di Valerio
Marchi” (on Italy’s Jews since ca. 1850), Rassegna Mensile di Israel (Rome), 74(1/2), 2008 [2010], pp.
95–124.
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Intimidating Italy’s Jews into adding their signatures to a disassociation campaign in the press was a
repetition of that campaign in Italy in the mid-1930s. La Repubblica also published a cartoon with a
broken candelabrum, arguably symbolising the condition of Jewry it was seeking.
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Alberto Arbasino, “Tutti zitti i letterati”, La Repubblica of 15 October 1982.
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From an editorial by Mario Giovana in Nuova Società, 26 June 1982, reproduced in Goldstaub, La
guerra nel Libano, on p. 25. Giovana claimed that even as he was writing, one million Palestinians in
Lebanon could be assumed to be subjected to “il massacro totale” and the “genocidio” at the hands of
Israel, and that Hitler in Mein Kampf was a beginner lacking confidence, unlike Israel’s
incontrovertible drunkenness at inflicting death. Giovana also accused Sadat of being a “Levantine”
accomplice. Post-war Germany was blamed for having helped Israel. The much better known
opinionist Francesco Alberoni claimed (in Panorama): “Il dio della guerra non è più tedesco: è
israeliano” (“The god of war is no longer German: he is Israeli”). Even worse, in Corriere della Sera
(“I nuovi perseguitati”) Alberoni wrote: “La comunità della diaspora lo sostiene in ogni modo, grazie al
suo enorme potere economico, nell’informazione, nelle università etc. Oggi tutti hanno paura a mettersi
contro la comunità ebraica.” (“The [Jewish] community of the Diaspora supports it [Israel] in all
manners, thanks to their huge economical power, in the information media, at universities, and so forth.
Nowadays everybody is afraid of opposing the Jewish community.”) And this is an academic who may
have had to take decisions about students or applicants who may be perceived to be Jewish.
Italy’s most prominent trade union leader Luciano Lama, answering in Il manifesto the letter that Elio
Toaff, the chief rabbi of Rome, had sent him and two other union leaders, claimed that the Israeli
armies were massacring indiscriminately tens of thousands men, women, and children. In this, Lama
was more moderate than Giovana, but Lama was expressing what any Italian watching Italian TV,
listening to the radio, or reading the newspapers was being made to believe. Bear in mind that the
context of Toaff’s letter was the trade unions’ cortege during which an empty bier was placed in front
of Rome’s central synagogue, as a signal of the wish to see it filled with Jewish bodies.
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In 1982, even some mainstream publishers in Italy uncovered an older self. During
the acme of anti-Israeli and unmistakably, overtly anti-Jewish propaganda in 1982 and
1983 in the Italian media — at a time when the publishing house which under Fascism
had the exclusive rights to the Italian edition of Hitler’s Mein Kampf, namely, the fully
respectable, middle-of-the-road Bompiani,94 published a book with the eloquent title
Gli adoratori di Mammona [The Worshippers of Mammon] (not now in their
catalogue) — Mondadori (while not their then shrill weekly Panorama) was just
slightly more cautious.95 Mondadori published the Italian edition of Jacobo
Timerman’s96 The Longest War with quite explicit a paper wrapping band (Italian
fascetta, or in French manchette) over its dust cover. I saw it myself, and am unaware
of this having been previously reported. The text on the wrapper claimed, in a quite
aggressive tone, that now the Jews could not dismiss the attack, as it was coming from
one of their own fold. One can see how provident that publishing house, the largest in
the country, was, in relegating such commentary to an easily removable wrapper.
After all, the manchette is intended for the launch of a book.
Arguably it is history, not just an anecdote, that a famous professor (my supervisor)
phoned me one evening, said “I know what they are trying to do”, and apologised to
me on behalf of the Italian people. But that was a man like none else. As a guest editor
for various forums, I have published seven journal issues commemorating him.
Of course at the time I was discussing the situation with acquaintances: recent
graduates (former classmates at Jewish day school) typically dismissed the idea of
emigrating (“The next time”, one of them said. That is to say: the next time there is a
hate campaign like this).
That the climate of hatred promulgated by the media was orchestrated by the political
class, including the country’s highest authorities, was averred quite explicitly in the
autumn 2007 by Rome’s chief rabbi and another rabbi in Rome in a ceremony to mark
the 25th anniversary of the bombing at the central synagogue (that other rabbi was
94

In normal times, Bompiani is totally unproblematic. In 1994, they published an interview-book by
the then Chief Rabbi of Rome, Elio Toaff (Toaff and Elkann, Essere ebreo). As to Arnoldo Mondadori
Editore, as early as 1987 they published Elio Toaff’s autobiography, Perfidi giudei fratelli maggiori.
95
Panorama’s performance right after Israel entered Lebanon in the early summer of 1982 was to
present it as a certainty that the intention was a genocide, and to claim that no sense of guilt should be
felt any longer for the Holocaust. Interviewers at Primo Levi’s home, based on the published text,
imposed on him their demonising version of the events in an intimidatory manner, and extracted a
denunciation of Israel’s actions. It wasn’t free.
96
Jacobo Timerman (1923–1999), an Argentinean newspaper editor and publisher who had been
rescued from Argentinian prison in September 1979, through the intercession of Israel’s prime
minister, Menachem Begin, with Jorge Videla’s dictatorial regime (those contacts are bitterly
controversial in Argentinean Jewish memory, as so many Jewish desaparecidos did not benefit from
those attempts intended to improve the lot of their community). After which, Timerman published his
best-selling memoirs, Prisoner Without a Name, Cell Without a Number, but otherwise lived in
obscurity in Israel. Timerman then published The Longest War, a scathing attack on Israel and its
government, which even accused Begin of seeking to attempt on his life. Even though in those days,
the Israeli Left, still resentful for being ousted from power in 1977, had no love lost on Begin or on
anybody in the ruling coalition, also that camp in Israeli politics was taken aback by Timerman’s
allegation. The man seemed to be in denial that in Israel he was not being malevolently targeted by
anybody, and this for the simple reason that on the Israeli scene he was a nobody (being marginal even
among South American immigrants). This was in stark contrast to what he had been in Argentina. Soon
afterwards, Timerman moved to Madrid and then to New York. In 1984, he returned to Buenos Aires,
and resumed his activities and national visibility in Argentina.
At any rate, we need bear in mind that Mondadori’s wrapper on the dust cover of the Italian edition, a
wrapper that claimed in a quite aggressive tone, that now the Jews could not dismiss the attack, as it
was coming from one of their own fold was the doing of an employee of the latter, presumably an
acquisition editor, and that it was most certainly not submitted to Timerman for his approval.
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present during the blast). Remarkably, their words were quoted by the daily La
Repubblica, (which had an infamous role in the 1982 campaign):
«Non è stato solo terrorismo — ha detto il rabbino Vittorio Haim Della Rocca che il 9
ottobre 1982 si trovava alla sinagoga — C´è stata una campagna del governo italiano
subito dopo Sabra e Chatila». «L´attentato è stato il frutto di una campagna terrificante di
odio che aveva una regia ben orchestrata», ha dichiarato sempre al microfono il rabbino
capo Riccardo Di Segni.97
[“It wasn’t only terrorism”, said Rabbi Vittorio Haim Della Rocca, who on 9 ottobre 1982
was at the synagogue. “There was a campaign of the Italian government right after [the
Maronite-perpetrated massacre at the Beirut Palestinian refugee camps of] Sabra and
Shatila”. Also at the microphone, the chief rabbi, Riccardo di Segni, declared: “The blast
was the fruit of a terrifying campaign of hatred that had a well orchestrated stagedirection”.]

17. Concluding Remarks
The present study has explored occurrences of the motif of world-conquest. We have
considered perceptions of Alexander the Great in later historical periods, as well as
perceptions of Napoleon in his own days. We have considered Jewish and Christian
notions of Nebuchadnezzar as being a cosmocrator, as well as a minor threat in
Jewish homiletics, which much aggrandised the geographical reach the biblical
Canaanite general Sisera (whose power had historically been in the Galilee). We also
considered some perceptions of Joshua.
We also considered Ahasuerus as cosmocrator (the Achaemenid Persian Empire
extended “from India to Nubia”, as the Book of Esther states), before turning to cases
of Mughal emperors whose regal name means ‘world-conqueror’, and we also saw
how a British columnist made use of that etymological sense of the first name
(Donald) of the American new President Trump. We considered an American
political cartoon ascribing to the newly elected president Bill Clinton the burden of
managing the globe, and an Italian political cartoon of 1982 ascribing intentions of
world conquest (familiar from the history of modern antisemitism) to an Israeli prime
minister, drawn with a hooked nose, a skullcap, and a prayer shawl.
We do not presume to have exhausted the theme of a cosmocrator or a universal king.
For example, a booklet of nearly eighty pages, being the text of a lecture given by
Stanley Jeyaraja Tambiah (1929–2014), was concerned with the Buddhist conception
of universal king.98 Moreover, consider Philip Hoffman’s book, Why Did Europe
Conquer the World?,99 which sets to explain Europe achieving global dominance
(conquering 84% of the globe between 1492 and 1914),100 through a distinctive path
of development that resulted in rapid and consistent growth of the military sector,
producing an insurmountable lead in gunpowder technology. Hoffman explains the
factors involved, and uses counterfactuals leading to potential alternative outcomes.
Cecilia Gentile, “Toaff: Dissi a Pertini: non venga in sinagoga”. La Repubblica, 8 Oct. 2007, p. 16.
Stanley Jeyaraja Tambiah, The Buddhist Conception of Universal King and its Manifestations in
South and Southeast Asia: fifth Sri Lanka endowment fund lecture delivered at the University of
Malaya on Monday, October 5, 1987: dedicated to the memory of Ananda K. Coomaraswamy. Kuala
Lumpur: University of Malaya, 1987. A copy of his booklet (81 p.) is held at Cambridge University.
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Philip T. Hoffman, Why Did Europe Conquer the World? Princeton, New Jersey: Princeton
University Press, 2015.
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84% of all lands includes Europe, but excludes Antarctica. See Hoffman, Why, pp. 2 and 181.
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